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GROUPS ENGAGED WITH AND SUPPORTED
A+

Contact us
CNet
(Bradford and District Community Empowerment Network Ltd)
Enterprise Hub | 114-116 Manningham Lane | Bradford | BD8 7JF
T: 01274 305045
W: www.cnet.org.uk
E: contact@cnet.org.uk

Who we are

CNet is one of the few remaining community empowerment networks in England,
continuing to give a voice to local people and groups within local decision-making
boards. Our key aims are to:
• Ensure the views of voluntary / community groups and citizens are heard by key
decision makers
• Work closely with our statutory partners and provide a bridge between communities
and service providers through local networks
• Develop networks and forums
• Build stronger communities using an asset based community development (ABCD)
approach - utilising community resources
• Support volunteers to enable them to develop transferable skills and confidence
• Help improve the health, social and economic wellbeing of local people

CNet has expertise in delivering high quality services in the following areas:
• Grant Distribution
• Event Organisation and Facilitation
• Voice and Influence in Local Decision Making
• Community Engagement and Representation
• Network Development and Support
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CNet Board and Staﬀ

Chair’s Report
On behalf of the CNet Board I would like to present our report for the 12th Annual General
Meeting. My name is Pam James and as Chair I am pleased to report CNet has experienced
another successful year, the details of which are contained in this report.
e Board has welcomed two new members, Ashi Perveen and Bushra Rafiq; both have
become active straight away and proved to be a great asset to the organisation. Sadly Dot
Kilgallon resigned at the 2018 AGM and our wonderful Abdul Ismail also retired a little
later: both are still missed.
Our Treasurer, Peter Bloom still lives in Sri Lanka but is present at all Board meetings
through Skype so remains very much in charge of our finances via this technology and
working closely with our Book keeper, Sue Sheldrick.
e Board has spent several meetings and a successful Away Day reviewing our strategies,
structures and processes, led and facilitated by Steve Skinner. We are aware of the need to
always look to the future and the needs of the people of Bradford to see how best we can
serve them.
As an organisation we have to listen to what the communities need, not what we think they
need so we present the right projects to meet their requirements and expectations as best
we can under the current financial restrictions; we have to be always ready to respond as
required. Our staﬀ also needs to continually develop their skills to ensure a good delivery,
so training is very much on the agenda.
Our projects have increased in number and all are meeting their goals and progressing
well. Needless to say this is due to our dedicated staﬀ teams strongly led by our Chief
Executive Oﬃcer, Javed Khan. Working in their teams, their achievements are outstanding
and the Board is both proud and delighted with their on-going successes. is was
recognised by an attractive spring bonus. We continue to develop and update our website
as required.
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Board Members
Pam James (Chair)
Corine Campbell (Vice Chair)
Hazlin Hasan
Jenny Scott
Shannon Whitworth
Peter Tate
Surji Cair
Peter Bloom (Treasurer)
Ashi Perveen
Bushra Rafiq

Staﬀ
Javed Khan - Chief Executive Oﬃcer
Janet Ford - Assembly Co-ordinator
Saima Ashfaq - Information & Admin Oﬃcer
Wendy Collins - Administration Oﬃcer
Laila Ahmed - Engaging People Project Lead / Healthy Lifestyles Project Lead
Yazmin Shah - Engaging People Project Support Oﬃcer (Maternity Cover)
Zainab Naqvi - Engaging People Project Support Oﬃcer
Meena Jeewa - Greenmoor Community Projects Manager
Sanaa Jafry - Greenmoor Community Involvement Oﬃcer / Healthy Lifestyles Project Support Oﬃcer
Muppett - Community Development Worker
Shamsuddin Ahmed - CLLD Appraisal & Monitoring Oﬃcer
Helen Green - Business Support Oﬃcer
Karolina Dybala - Teenage Pregnancy Project Lead
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GP SURGERIES ENGAGED WITH

An outstanding Assembly Conference earlier this year attracted over 200 delegates and a
lot of excellent comments. In addition the International Women’s Day event was also most
successful and requests were received for another in 2020, which I am sure will be bigger
and better.
Again in the past year we have increased our staﬀ; Yazmin Shah joined us covering a
maternity leave in October 2018; Helen Green joined us in the new role of Business Support
Oﬃcer in December 2018 and Shamsuddin Ahmed was appointed as the CLLD Appraisal
and Monitoring Oﬃcer in August 2018. e staﬀ who joined last year have blended well
into the organisation and that has developed our work immensely and brought more
successes.

e large meeting room has attracted many organisations to hold their meetings and events
with us and positive, successful evaluations confirm its suitability. We do recognise parking
is an ongoing issue and talks are in progress to improve parking facilities making the venue
even more attractive in the coming year.
I trust I have given a fair and accurate account of the past year and shown CNet to be an
outstanding, reliable organisation, always looking forward to a positive future and working
for the benefit of the communities in our city through our projects, advice and information.
Pam James
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Chief Executive Oﬃcer’s Report
It is with the greatest pleasure that we present this year’s annual report for the Bradford
and District Community Empowerment Network Limited. is has been a very busy but
exciting year as we continued to develop and grow. We have been working on a number of
new projects and at the same time continue to deliver our core projects. We have been
fortunate that with the new projects we have increased our staﬀ team who have all added
their skills and knowledge to further enhance and enrich CNet.
CNet is an exceptional organisation, in that the majority of the community empowerment
networks closed aer the initial round of funding. It has been very successful in
diversifying its income streams and presenting itself to funders and commissioners as a
credible and eﬀective organisation. However, it exists in a fluid and insecure environment,
where funding sources continuously change criteria or decline.
For many organisations this has been a very diﬃcult period, the changes in commissioning
and the on-going Council funding cuts have had their toll on the medium to small
organisations who are finding it extremely hard to continue providing the essential services
they have in the past. However, the staﬀ and Board of CNet have worked tremendously
hard to grow and expand its portfolio this year, as in previous years our work has been to
engage with a diverse range of groups, people and communities.
e credit and thanks goes to the commitment and hard work of all the staﬀ. As an
organisation we are committed to maintaining a principle approach to community
development, community cohesion and development of health and wellbeing. We see it
as a fundamental way of providing opportunities for engagement to those who are most
marginalised in our communities. Our ethos of an Asset Based Community Development
(ABCD) approach has been the cornerstone of the delivery of our work and we will
continue to use this approach.
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Financial Review 2018-19
e statement of financial aﬀairs shows total income of £497,906, an increase of 4% on the
previous year, and total expenditure of £440,733, a decrease of 9%, resulting in a surplus
of £57,173. is is considerably higher than 2018 which showed a surplus of £5,465 and is
principally due to the development, in-house, of a project delivery methodology that
produces the required quality of outcomes, eﬀectively and economically, with a lower level
of inputs resulting in an increased surplus despite the relatively small increase in income.
e trustees continue to seek to sustain the financial position of the organisation by
attracting funding from non-traditional funders to oﬀset the known reductions in funding
from central and local government, whilst maintaining its stated purposes and objectives.

Reserves Policy
In accordance with the Charity Commission Guidance, the trustees have considered the
reserve needs of the charity and have established a policy whereby unrestricted funds
neither committed nor invested in fixed assets (free unrestricted reserves) should equate
to six months of total expenditure (excluding grants paid) plus statutory redundancy and
notice period costs At 31 March 2018, free unrestricted current reserves totaled £198,053.
Aer deducting the costs of statutory redundancy and notice costs, the remaining reserves
represent 4.7 months (2018 – 1.2 months) of total expenditure for the year. e trustees
will continue to seek to achieve the policy target.
Peter Bloom
Treasurer
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Financial Information
CNet Income and Expenditure 2018-19
Finance
2018 has been an interesting year for the voluntary and community sector. Austerity based
funding cuts have continued to reduce traditional source of funds as well as, for the first
time, local front line services provided by statutory authorities. In oﬃcial plans, much has
been made of the need for the community to help fill the gaps in front line delivery, glibly
ignoring the fact that the constraints that have created the gaps have applied equally to the
community sector.
Our local sector representatives have long advocated the need for closer, more joined up
working between the VCS and the public sector through representation at policy and
decision making levels and 2018-19 has seen moves towards this position. ose who
attended the Assembly Annual Conference will have heard much about these moves which
are a realistic and common sense approach to solving problems that face most of our
beneficiaries. However, playing the devil’s advocate, the services that the new approach
may apply to will have been either historically or legally the responsibility of the public
sector and will probably remain so.
is will almost certainly impose restraints on delivery that may hinder the innovation
and initiative for which our sector is recognised. It will only be at the design stages that
the opportunity will arise to introduce these features which infers that our sector must be
involved throughout the whole process rather than being seen solely as the answer to
delivery gaps. CNet is uniquely placed, through its membership, Assembly and forum
structures, to support the necessary steps required to achieve this goal.

ENGAGEMENT
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INDIVIDUALS ENGAGED WITH

is has helped us to develop and forge new partnerships with a whole host of groups and
organisations who have the trust and relationships with their local communities. Many of
these are grassroots organisations who have welcomed this way of working as it has
supported them both financially and in skill development.
Our Strategic Development Plan (2016-2019) has been reviewed this year to ensure we are
on track and to look ahead for the next two years. It was satisfying to see that we have
delivered on all of our strategic objectives over the last two years. e Board and staﬀ have
contributed to the Plan. is helped to further focus on our objectives and build on our
past success as we continue to deliver a high quality service with sustainable outcomes.
e range and scope of the projects we have delivered over this last year have demonstrated
the recognition of the quality of our work. Our aim to have organisations approach us to
work with them based on our reputation and quality of work has started and hopefully this
will continue and grow.
As an organisation we look forward to an exciting future, supporting communities across
the district during a diﬃcult and demanding climate. We have a well-established and
skillful staﬀ team and a lively and eﬀective Board.
CNet increasingly has a solid reputation to deliver innovative and eﬀective projects and
programmes. We look forward to joint working with many existing and new partners in
the future.
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Projects
Bradford District Assembly
e Bradford District Assembly (BDA) was established in 2009 and has successfully
developed its objective to become an eﬀective and influential voice for voluntary and
community sector (VCS) organisations in Bradford district within the local authority,
Bradford City & Districts CCG’s, e Oﬃce of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
other public sector bodies. CNet is commissioned by the council to co-ordinate and
facilitate the Assembly, and to support its members and representatives.
e Assembly is firmly embedded in local structures and partnerships and is recognised
as an important means of communication and engagement with the sector. It is open to
any not-for-profit VCS organisation in the district via membership of forums, attending
events and exchanging information.
is structure enables organisations to work together to shape local policy and services,
and increases mutual understanding between the VCS and statutory partners.
Representatives are elected or selected to participate in partnership meetings, task groups,
and consultations to present a voluntary sector perspective.
e CNet website contains information about how the Assembly works, who is involved,
reports from meetings and representatives, updates on important policy developments or
consultations, and the latest decisions that aﬀect our district’s communities.
Visit https://www.cnet.org.uk/bradford-district-assembly/about-the-assembly.
Janet Ford - Assembly Co-ordinator

INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION
@CNET_BRADFORD
FOLLOWERS ON TWITTER
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In response to awareness campaigns, there was a range of responses around which
campaigns people were aware of and what changes had happened as a result of the stated
campaigns. From the total figure of 486 a total of 96 respondents were unable to name a
campaign without a prompt. is has been fedback to the CCG.
Directly based on the findings and information gleaned through the research, the following
interventions for Phase Two have been identified:
• Weight Management Sessions including mindfulness and exercise
• Preparing culturally appropriate food including nutritional awareness
(Asian Community)
• Preparing healthy food and shopping on a budget (white community)
• Sports and family based sports session
• Walking groups
• Pop in health check stations
• Underpinning all the above will be community devised resources.
ese pilots will be delivered at a very neighbourhood level, delivered within communities
by communities. roughout the lifespan of the pilots we will be carefully monitoring and
evaluating the impact of projects and attempting to measure short term outcomes for
changes in awareness, attitudes and intentions.
“No I don’t consider myself to be healthy because I eat too much junk food. It is easy to get cheap
and aﬀordable and saves me time” Young Pakistani female
“Being healthy to me means feeling good about myself and my body. Not always snacking. I use
food to make myself feel better. I get so stressed with life” White female with teenage children
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“Being healthy is a problem. I don’t have any motivation and cannot seem to get started. Know
what to do, but then there is real life, looking aer kids, house and worries about money”
British African female
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Healthy Lifestyles
From October to December 2018, Phase One of the project started. is was essentially a
piece of research undertaken on behalf the Bradford City CCG.
e CCG were interested in finding out what the key barriers were to people living a
healthier lifestyle and what they would like to see on oﬀer at a very local level. e
catchment area was Bradford 1,2,3,5,7,8 & 9 and target groups were those aged under 40
and from across diﬀerent demographics.
We devised a survey and focus group questions and contacted groups who were in direct
contact with the diﬀerent communities within the Bradford City CCG footprint.
Responses were collated from 486 individuals. Our approach was based on listening and
gathering peoples thoughts, views and feelings thus making the final report rich with
personal anecdotes and individual stories.
A great bonus is that the response rate was much higher that we had anticipated during
the planning phase of the project. is is due to the involvement of our partners and the
willingness from residents wishing to engage and share their perspectives.
We have found that there is an appetite for further discussions within communities around
health, be they Pakistani, White working class, Syrian and of diﬀerent abilities and genders.
Stress, family and work commitments, lack of time, followed closely by habits and lack of
motivation were the reasons given for not living a healthier lifestyle.
Stress, anxiety and depression were frequently mentioned factors and this theme cut across
diﬀerent demographic groups (whether male, female, Asian, white, able bodied or
disabled).
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SELDOM HEARD GROUPS ENGAGED WITH
Assembly Steering Group Chair Report
I stood to be Assembly Chair in October 2018 of last year because I care passionately about
the role that the VCS has to play in helping to address health inequalities – particularly
when we know that our communities continue to face incredibly diﬃcult struggles and
that this is not going to improve any time soon. I don’t think any of us are seeing the end
of austerity.
I have been doing Representative roles linked to the Assembly – mainly focusing around
urgent care and mental health for the past few years and have seen what a diﬀerence we
can make by influencing at that level. It is a challenging time to work in the VCS but out of
these tough times, there can be opportunities for us as a sector to play a bigger role and
make even more of an impact for the people we serve.
One of the ways we can do that is by being at the table, being influential and negotiating
eﬀectively but also being proactive in shouting about the brilliant things that everyone is
doing. A big challenge is how we provide more collective support – again, particularly
thinking about our diverse but oen tiny organisations. I believe that we need to do more
to invest in upskilling and supporting our Reps so that the voice can be wider and louder,
and that we need to support others to take on these roles.
Since being in post, a major priority has been around how we can work more eﬀectively
across our VCS support structures. Each, whether it is the VCS Assembly, the VCS Alliance
or another aspect, is delivering strong work but I absolutely believe that by working
together more closely we can be stronger, more eﬃcient and more eﬀective in how we
support our sector, and ultimately the people of Bradford. As I write this we are in the
middle of an independent review which will be looking at what is needed to support the
sector to deliver to the best of its ability, and how that this support can be better joined up.
I feel hopeful that it will help to move us forward.
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Interventions
Findings from the consultations, questionnaires and meetings informed the final stage of
the project. e following pilot interventions were delivered in March 2019:

e Valley Project

Building the capacity of and growing our future sector leaders is also key. My plea is to
those existing and aspiring leaders to be part of this movement for change, and to come
with us on a journey with the creative solutions to problems, which I believe is our forte in
our sector. I have stepped up to be Chair, and we have brilliant Assembly Forum Chairs in
place but this must be about collective leadership and we need more people to help us to
drive our sector forward.
To support this, I worked with the previous Chair to initiate a cross sector mentoring
programme which will launch later this year, and I am now working with other colleagues
on a cross sector leadership induction programme. We have also now agreed with our
major public sector leaders to release their staﬀ time to get involved with VCS Boards,
which I hope will help some of the smaller organisations who oen struggle to recruit.
I look forward to working more with you all in the coming year and if you want to get
involved or have ideas about how we can make things better, please do get in touch.
Kim Shutler - Bradford District Assembly Chair

e pilot allowed the project to promote current activities and recruit new members. ey
worked primarily with the 5-13 age range, younger children took part with parental
supervision. e project provides a safe space to meet, play, develop socially, emotionally
and physically. Activities include building dens, treehouses and recycling projects.

Emerge
e following activities took place as part of the pilot:
i. Detached sports session
ii. Indoor football session
iii. Weekly activity with a target group.
e young people who achieved positive behavioural change were taken on a trip.

Positive Futures
e scheme enabled vulnerable young people to lead small sessions of a sporting activity.
ey achieved a sports coaching qualification, young leaders award.

Participation:
e project encouraged and enable a wide and diverse range of involvement and
participation across the various activities:

Number
Consultations

76

Stakeholder meetings

33

Questionnaires

229

Focus groups

67

Valley Project

157

Emerge

52

TFD

30

Total:

644

To read the full Our Neighbourhoods report please go to
www.cnet.org.uk/projects/projects-delivered
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Consultations
Holme Wood - Christmas Party and Community Consultation
e first event was wrapped around a Christmas party celebration complete with Santa
and party games. We worked with James from Healthy Lifestyle Solutions, Manuella from
Holme Wood Connect, Bev Adams from West Yorkshire Police and Rada from South
Bradford Area Coordinators oﬃce to agree a format that would bring the community
together and provide an opportunity to consult with local people. is was mainly done
via conversations captured via a questionnaire.

Holme Wood Consultation Event Monday 14th January 2019,
1 to 3 pm at Holme Wood Connect
is event was the second consultation to gather information to inform the next phase of
the project. Invitations were sent to community members, local service providers, public
sector and local business via email and social media. We aimed for and achieved a balance
of representation from these areas, with strong participation from local residents.
e information stalls were well received, with residents finding out about local projects
and services. People were encouraged to complete questionnaires, and all participants took
part in round table discussions to consider two key points:
1. Your vision for Holme Wood five years from now
2. What needs to happen to get us there
We held a raﬄe of Asda shopping vouchers for residents only. is was as a gesture to say
thank you for their time which we valued and appreciated. We also provided a buﬀet lunch
prepared by the community centre staﬀ and volunteers.

REPRESENTATION

56

NUMBER OF VCS REPS ON STRATEGIC BOARDS
How the Assembly Works

e Assembly comprises of 5 key forums, all of which have open membership for people
involved in voluntary/community groups and organisations. Collectively there are over a
thousand members participating in the Assembly. e five key forums are:
•
•
•
•
•

Health & Wellbeing Forum
Community Economic Forum
Young Lives Bradford
Equalities Forum
Safer Communities Forum

Members become involved at whatever level suits their requirements and capacity. Below
are some examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Giving, receiving and sharing information
Attending meetings and events
Participating in the one or more of the forum strategic core groups
Chairing a forum, becoming a member of the Assembly Steering Group
Becoming a representative for the Voluntary and community sector (VCS)
Participating in themed task and finish groups

e forums meet regularly and are independent but work under the Assembly umbrella
and structure. ey provide a vital means of accountability for the Assembly and enable
more coordinated responses to situations and consultations. Forums work with public
sector colleagues to represent the needs of communities and the VCS, tackle inequalities
and find solutions to the growing challenges facing the development and delivery of local
services.
38 • CNET ANNUAL REPORT 2018-19
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

INDIVIDUALS BENEFITTING FROM SKILL DEVELOPMENT

e Assembly Steering Group (ASG) has representatives from each of the forums plus other
VCS partners. Its role is to filter views, issues and information from the forums through
to decision making negotiations. ASG members meet representatives from the Council
on a regular basis, at meetings called the Relationship Management Group (RMG) which
is chaired by the Deputy Leader of the Council and Portfolio holder for Safer and Stronger
Communities, Cllr Abdul Jabar.
e RMG provides an opportunity for honest and open debate and problem solving, using
information from the forums and elsewhere. e RMG has been meeting since January
2011 and has played a key role in influencing and informing strategic decisions.
For further information and details of how to get involved, contact the Assembly Coordinator, Janet Ford janet@cnet.org.uk 01274 305045 or visit the website
www.cnet.org.uk/bradford-district-assembly/
Janet Ford - Bradford District Assembly Co-ordinator
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Our Neighbourhoods Holme Wood
West Yorkshire Police commissioned a range of VCS organisations to design and deliver
intervention projects which would contribute to reducing serious organised crime in the
district. CNet’s bid was successful, the key aim was to bring stakeholders including the
community, local service providers, public and private sector together to identify what
kind of work needed to happen to make the area a safer and better place to live.
We used an asset based community development approach, in a nutshell utilising local
skills, knowledge and resources to identify a range of pilot interventions that would help
to deter those vulnerable from becoming involved in or coerced into Serious Organised
Crime (SOC).
e project harnessed the passion and commitment of the people who live and work in the
area. e stake holders worked together to demonstrate the power of collaboration and
how it strengthens our communities. e fast paced deep dive into the area was well
received by stakeholders, all keen to provide opportunities to improve the wellbeing of
families and increase their prospects for the future.
ree local organisations planned and delivered pilot interventions over a period of just 6
weeks, two have subsequently been successful in acquiring further funds to continue their
work in the area.
We began by creating an area profile for Holme Wood and the Tong ward. e purpose of
this work was gain a better understanding of the area that would help shape the delivery
plans and interventions.
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627

e overall strategy as to how the LAG plan to achieve this vision, investing £6m
(comprising £1.5m ESF, £1.5m ERDF, £2.2m of Public resources and £0.8m of private
resources), is set out in the Bradford Central Community Led Local Development Strategy
2017-2022 Document.
In order to deliver the objectives the strategy has come up with 5 Activities which
breakdown the operational activities through which diﬀerent parts of the programme will
be delivered.

Programme Partnership Event @ Carlisle Business Centre (October 2018)
Current Position
At the time of writing this report largest of the 5 Activities, Activity 2 will have undergone
the tendering process and will be very close to issuing the first and the largest contract. In
the meantime the programme will have also developed the Activity 5 and will also have
completed some key aspects of the tendering process as well developing Activity 1
specification.
ere are a lot activities taking place at present to get delivery aspects of the programme
under each Activity area rolled out at the earliest possible opportunity to maximise its
benefit and impact in the designated areas.

e Future
e programme as a whole is on track to deliver all activities on time and within stipulated
budgets. e ultimate success of this programme will depend on whether or not it reaches
the intended beneficiaries and makes the relevant social and economic impact as intended
by the strategy vision and rightfully expected by local residents.
36 • CNET ANNUAL REPORT 2018-19

Assembly Forums
Health and Wellbeing Forum
Co-Chairs: Helen Speight, Sam Keighley (to July 2018) and Helen Davey (from August 2018)

e Health and Wellbeing Forum members have faced another challenging year. e
Forum is a testament to the commitment of our members who attend, provide
representation on key boards and partnerships and keep wider members up to date in
relation to current agenda across the health and wellbeing landscape.
is year opened with structural changes within Bradford Council as the Health and
Wellbeing Board became the strategic lead partnership for the district. is year has also
seen increasing pressure on local vulnerable communities with the introduction of
Universal Credit and the fears of increased levels of poverty aﬀecting physical health and
mental wellbeing.
is year Public Health began working with staﬀ from the CCG self-care team on a whole
system approach to reducing levels of obesity. ey worked with Leeds Beckett University
and many members of the forum at a series of workshops to better understand the causes
of obesity and potential solutions. Living Well, as it is now called, will roll out in the months
to come.
2018 was also the year when the CCG launched the new Community Partnerships.
Bradford VCS Alliance kept the Forum informed of this new initiative and worked with
Forum members and others to establish Community Anchors across the 10 Community
Partnerships to ensure eﬀective representation on these GP lead multi-agency teams. e
Community Partnerships will be integral to a new way of working, as what was
‘Accountable Care’ morphs into Integrated Health and Care.
e Forum continued to invite speakers to the Forum to ensure that whatever size
organization members represent all are kept informed of ‘what is going on’. BVCS Alliance
continued to attend every Forum to provide updates around current initiatives being
funded and new opportunities to apply for funding. is year the Forum also heard from
Sports England’s new initiative in Bradford and from Collette Connolly providing updates
re Self-Care and new apps to support the community stay healthy. John Wright from Born
in Bradford gave an impassioned talk about childhood obesity that both inspired and
resonated with many members.
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

SESSIONS DELIVERED ON A RANGE OF TOPICS

is year saw Sam Keighley move onto a new post in Sports England. is was a really sad
loss to the Health and Wellbeing Forum and to the wider sector as she also stood down as
Chair of the ASG. We just want to take this opportunity to thank Sam formally for her
commitment to the sector and to promoting partnership work and her unstinting work to
improve the health and wellbeing outcomes of the people of Bradford.
Our new Co-Chair Helen Davey has brought new ideas and challenge to the Forum. With
Helen’s encouragement the October 2018 forum was turned over to plan for the year ahead
so that there was clarity in relation to the purpose of our meetings. e plan for the coming
year will see the Forum focus on key areas outlined below:
• Jan 2019 – Deep dive into self-care and prevention including Living Well initiative
• April 2019 – Deep dive into Community Partnerships and improving links with BVCSA
• July 2019 – Deep dive into the Care Trust, update on Better Start Bradford and the Joint
Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA)
• October 2019 – Horizon scanning
Our thanks go to all the representatives and the members who attend and participate,
question and challenge. In the light of the year ahead with further reductions in funding,
potential closures of organisations and the reshaping of infra-structure support it is
essential our members keep attending, working together to improve the health outcomes
of the people of Bradford District.
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Bradford Central
Community Led Local Development
Programme 2017-2022 (CLLD)
Bradford Central Community Led Local Development, this is a European funded project,
we are one of the four partner organisations (Bradford Council, Action for Business Ltd,
Community Action and CNet) tasked with the development, delivery and management of
the programme, to improve economic development and competitiveness in the CLLD area
which includes the wards of City, Great Horton and Manningham investing £6million over
five years.
Delivery of the programme is undertaken by the partner organisations with specific roles.
Bradford Council as the Accountable Body, ABL (also known as Carlisle Business Centre)
leading on delivery, CABAD undertaking project development role under each Activity
and CNet on quality assurance - undertaking appraisal and monitoring role.

e Local Action Group (e LAG Board)
Bradford Central Local Action Group (LAG) is made up of local residents, and voluntary,
public and business sector representatives based in the area who work together to shape
and develop a Local Development Strategy (LDS) and bring forward plans that address
business growth, unemployment and social inclusion through Community Led Local
Development (CLLD) in the Bradford Central CLLD area. It has been established as
partnership, with no other legal status. All members are volunteers who will adhere to
clear terms of reference and code of conduct as outlined additional relevant documents.

Strategy Breakdown
e LAG, started with the agreeing the overall vision for the Bradford Central CLLD area
and discussed what they wanted to see in the area, over a series of meetings. e following
vision has been agreed, and this will form the basis for measuring the success of this
strategy.
e vision: By 2022 the Bradford Central CLLD area will be a great place to live work and
do business. Businesses and people will be entrepreneurial, prosperous, competitive,
audacious, skilled and sustainable. e area will be clean, green, well-connected, fair and
inclusive, and people will enjoy meaningful employment.
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Following Panel meetings CNet received recommendations and advised the groups
accordingly. A Memorandum of Agreement was entered into between CNet and the
organisations receiving grants to ensure accountability and that the grant would be used
for the specific purpose it was granted. Following grant distribution CNet carried out the
monitoring and evaluation of the grants and reported back to the Well Bradford Board.
Each of the awarded projects have been highly successful with commendable feedback
being received. Over the 12 month project CNet successfully distributed £51,641 in grants
awards to community groups across the Toller ward. Below is a breakdown of the groups
rans were allocated to.

Young Lives Bradford
Rolling Chair
is year the work has been dominated by two key programmes of change:
• Significant changes to how prevention and early help is delivered in the district
• e Council’s improvement journey as a result of the Ofsted inspection
Our role has been to inform the sector about the changes, provide routes to being involved
and to influence them and to provide support and challenge to the change processes.

Prevention and Early Help.
ere has been a major change to how prevention and early help are delivered in the district
and Young Lives has responded to this
• Encouraging voluntary sector involvement in the emerging structure, in particular the
local network meetings and encouraging links to the VCS to be made
• Ensuring the workforce passport would be available to VCS organisations to use, if appropriate
• Promoting the opportunity to be involved in the 0-19 public health contract
• Providing information on the changes and an opportunity to find out more from the
oﬃcers leading the change, so that the sector understood the changes.
• Ensuring the voice of the voluntary sector fed into the developments and that
appropriate support and challenge is provided.
• Publicising the consultation relating to future use of buildings and emphasising the
potential to use community venues, but also ensuring that potentially aﬀected VCS
organisations were notified in advance of the consultation

Improvement journey
As a result of the Ofsted ILACS (Inspection of local authority children’s services) Bradford’s
children’s services are now undergoing an improvement journey. Coupled to this there have
been significant changes in key personnel. We have already:
• Ensured there is VCS voice at the Improvement board and that there are routes to and
from the board via our safeguarding steering group
• Contributed to consultations and discussions on changes to the consent policy and referral pathways

Well Bradford Grant Distribution
Cancer Support Yorkshire

2231

Onna Ju Jitsu

3800

Fairbank United
HOPES centre

BD8 Group of surgeries

Girlington Elderly Community Group
Consequence

Little Lane Community Womens Group
Great Horton Church Cricket Club

3607

3500

2920

Abilities

Maryam Project

Bradford Doula Service

Cancer Support Yorkshire

Carers Resource

1154

Fairbank United

4924

Abilities

3000

4350
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Girlington Community Association

1360

2500
4955

3030
4940
1000

2500
1870

Total Allocation

£60,000

Grants Round 1

£20,212

Grants Round 2

£13,134

Grants Round 3

£18,295

Balance Remaining

£8,359

As the improvement journey develops we will continue to:
•
•
•
•

Keep the sector updated on changes
Respond to other consultation processes
Service the emerging improvement board sub groups where practical
Contribute to ongoing preparations for follow up inspections with appropriate support
and challenge
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NUMBER OF FORUM MEETINGS
Safeguarding

We have ensured there is a strong voice in all relevant parts of Bradford Safeguarding
Children Board’s structures and have acted as a conduit for voice, information and expertise
between the sector and the board. We have particularly:
• Supported development of the new Section 11 tool
• Supported and promoted safeguarding week
• Run an event to support organisations with assessing their organisation’s safeguarding
practice
• Promoted local safeguarding training and resources
• Promoted safeguarding policies and procedures
• Contributed to discussions on the future structure of the board

Other activity
We have undertaken a wide range of other activity including:
• Budget: We raised concerns about the impact of budget proposals on the most vulnerable
young people, proposed cuts to youth services and proposals to take services in house
• SEND: We promoted the consultation on the dra SEND strategy and ensured there is
VCS voice into the emerging task and finish groups that will support development of
services and support to children and young people with special educational needs and
disabilities
• Local Delivery pilot: Promoted the Sport England local delivery pilot and encouraged
involvement of local VCS in development of the plans
• Trusted relationships bid: We supported discussions that led to a successful partnership
bid for the district and delivery by VCS partners
• Education covenant: We have promoted opportunities for VCS to be involved in the
covenant and its prospectus whilst putting the case for a broader more collaborative
approach to supporting improvement in children’s attainment

Well Bradford
Well Bradford Grants Programme
In August 2017 CNet were commissioned by the Well Bradford Programme Board to
implement, manage and monitor the Grants Programme within the Toller Ward on behalf
of the Well Bradford Programme.
ere were two elements to this grants process, which included:
TYPE OF GRANT

AMOUNT

FREQUENCY

DELIVERY

Fast Track

£50 - £350

Open from mid-August 2017
Applications can be received
anytime, with no deadline

Within 3
Months

Small Grants

£350 - £5,000

3 Times a Year
October / February / May

Within 6
Months

Initially the £60,000 funding was split as:
Fast Track Grants - £20,000
Small Grants - £40,000
Fast Track Grants remained open throughout the 12-month period. Small Grants were
split into 3 rounds. Due to the lack of fast track applications being received its was agreed
with the Well Bradford Chair and Programme Manager to allocate all funds to the Small
Grants in each round.
CNet was responsible for administering the process. Working alongside the Well Bradford
Programme Manager they promoted and publicised the funds, and invited applications
through various networks. We then processed applications and presented the information
to the Assessment Panel. e Well Bradford Programme Manager brought the Assessment
Panel together and to ensure impartiality two members of the CNet Board were also part
of each Assessment Panel.

Peter Horner - Strategy Development Oﬃcer
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Michelle Taylor WHN Co-Chair, applied for WHN to be one of the key note speakers at
the Northern Peoples Powerhouse Event held at Valley parade in November 2018. ere
was an interview, ‘come for a chat invite’ to the many groups who had applied in October
2018. On the back of the innovative work WHN has developed we were selected as one of
the key presenters at the conference which was attended by 300 + people from across the
North.

Equalities Forum
Co-Chairs: Penny Wangari-Jones and Ranjit Arora (from May 2018)
e Equalities forum began the year by voting in a new co-chair aer Neal Heard stepped
down from the post. Ranjit Arora, a long standing equality and diversity champion was
elected.

Six main meetings have been held with an average attendance of 26 people per meeting
and numbers are continuing to grow. emes of the meetings have included, domestic
violence, early year’s experiences, mental health awareness and community safety. A key
reason for the growth of the forum is the networking, sharing and relationship building
opportunity the space encourages and nurtures.

e Forum focused on a range of issues aﬀecting communities in Bradford & District and
held a number of events during the year including:
• Anti-Poverty and Universal Credit Summit - highlighting the impact of welfare reform
on communities and providing an opportunity to influence the anti-poverty strategy for
the district
• Your City Your Voice (BAME participation) event – looking at identifying actions that
would increase BAME participation within the Assembly
• Brexit Roundtable – an event held in conjunction the Brexit Civil Society to discuss how
Brexit may aﬀect the third sector in Bradford.

is year’s International Women’s Day event themed #PressForProgress looked at gender
inequality in all its diﬀerent guises and forms. We had six truly inspirational women who
shared their personal, professional and emotional challenges. e buzz in the room at
Carlisle Business Centre was truly infectious and with an attendance of 112 women we may
be looking for a larger venue next year!

e planned Anti-Poverty and Universal Credit event took place on the 24th of May 2018
at Equality Together, Manningham Mills Community Centre. e event proved to be very
popular and attracted over 60 organisations and individuals. e first half of the morning
focused on the roll out of the new Universal Credit and the impact on communities, we
also heard lived experiences of poverty from 4 diﬀerent guest speakers.

“I cannot stress enough the pride I feel when I walk into the room for our International
Women’s Day events, each year getting bigger. Our strength as a network continues to
thrive simply because we are united to make lives better for all women and their families
regardless of faith or ethnicity. Our diversity is what contributes the most to us being
united”, Michelle Taylor Co-Chair Women’s Health Network.

e second half of the event focused on the dra Anti-Poverty strategy presented by Martin
Stubbs & Helen Johnston from
Bradford Council. Attendees had the
opportunity to feed their views into
the dra Anti-Poverty strategy in the
diﬀerent workshops. e strategy is
a working document, members of the
forum are engaged in activities and
actions.

Women’s Health Network leaflets, Facebook, Twitter have all been given a smart update
and WHN now have their own logo.

"thoroughly enjoyed the meeting especially listening, networking and sharing experiences"
WHN Forum member.
"I thought it was fabulous, it’s been an excellent aernoon, informative and helpful"
Menopause Café participant.
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In July 2018 the Equality Forum took on the issue of the lack of BAME participation within
the Assembly. An event took place which aimed to identify actions to increase the number
and range of voices from BAME communities on the Bradford District Assembly and its
Forums to enable it to become an even greater influence for positive change in Bradford
District.
e ‘Your City Your Voice’ event took at Carlisle Business Centre and was facilitated by
Elaine Appelbee using an appreciative enquiry model. It was a very well attended event
with over 40 attendees present. e full report of the event including outcomes and
recommendations can be found at www.cnet.org.uk.
e Brexit Roundtable event was held in partnership with the Brexit Civil Society to
highlight the potential impact of Brexit on the third sector in Bradford and to tackle the
worries and concerns people had in terms of the impact on their particular organisations.
e event was held in December 2018 at CNet and had approximately 20 attendees. To see
a summary report of the event go to
www.cnet.org.uk/bradford-district-assembly/equalities-forum
In March this year, members reviewed and updated the Terms of Reference for the forum,
they can be viewed on the website. ere are a number of representatives attending a
range of strategic meetings including BMDC’s Equalities & Community Relations Strategic
Group, Anti-Poverty Co-ordination Group & the CCG’s Communications, Engagement
and Equalities Reference group. Members also played a key role in organising and
contributing to consultations around Bradford Council’s budget proposals.
e work of this forum is supported by COEMO, Equality Together and the Equity
Partnership.

A training session for the voluntary community sector was held in October 2018. Delivered
by Rachel Wilde of Better Start Bradford it focused on de-mystifying some of the national
key strands and explained how these could be translated at a grassroots level.

Women’s Health Network
Commissioned by NHS Bradford City and Bradford District CCG’s, the Women’s Health
Network (WHN) membership is open to any woman working or living in the Bradford
District. Members of the network all share a passion for improving the health and wellbeing of women and their families.
e WHN aims to provide a safe space for women, particularly women from seldom heard
groups by:
•
•
•
•

Sharing stories of women’s experiences around current health services
Exploring barriers to accessing health services
Contributing toward improving health services
Learning more about existing services, how to use them, and how to share and spread
information (from and to women in their communities).

WHN currently has over 200 members, comprising of women’s voluntary community
sector organisations, health agencies, statutory agencies and individual women. e past
year has been an extremely productive one for the Women’s Health Network, which is
growing from strength the strength in terms of numbers attending, requests for guest
speaker slots and the sheer enthusiasm and energy of the WHN members.
Members decided to pilot some Menopause Cafes based on a national initiative, where
women could talk and share their personal experiences and journeys. ese are now to be
repeated in 2019 and members have had requests from the BBC to interview some of the
women taking part as part of a TV programme on health topics of interest.
At the start of 2019 we were pleased to announce the election of Masira Hans of Sharing
Voices as the new Co-Chair. Masira brings her vast range of experience and skills as well
as a host of new ideas.
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NUMBER OF EVENTS ORGANISED
All three sessions were oversubscribed with waiting lists. Based on the clear need we will
be organising another round of sessions for Summer 2019 which a key focus around
confidence building and managing nerves.
Patient Participation Groups - From October 2018 we have also started to support nine
Patient Participation Groups across Airedale, Wharfdale and Craven. A key task is
supporting the groups to develop their individual action plans for targeting hard to reach
groups living around their individual GP Practices.

Maternity Voices Partnership
Following the successful March 2018 launch of Maternity Voices Partnership (MVP) the
partnership has continued to grow, both in terms of members and influence. Membership
has grown threefold to 89. We are also pleased to have on board Aliya Fazil from Bradford
Doulas, as the new co-chair working alongside Liz Firth, Chair.
e logo, main leaflets and pop up banners have also been developed and are in use
promoting the partnership at various events and meetings such as Baby Week which took
place in November 2018. Two main meetings were held, one in November 2018 and the
second in March 2019. We now have in place five identified key theme leads from the CCG
NHS midwifery teams at both Airedale General and Bradford Royal Infirmary, Better Start
Bradford and Sharing Voices.

Bradford & District Safer Communities ird Sector Network
Co-Chair: Yasmin Khan and Jon Royle (from December 2018)
Continuing on from last year’s decision to prioritise four key areas of work i.e.
•
•
•
•

Domestic & Sexual Abuse, to include CSE & Prostitution
Safer Neighbourhoods, to include drugs, alcohol, and substance misuse, traﬃc
accidents, anti-social behaviour and hate crime.
Criminal Justice system, to include oﬀender management and community
rehabilitation.
Stronger Cohesive Communities, to include preventative initiatives with communities
and community cohesion projects.

A series of activities were held to address several of these identified priorities, these
included:
August - A Yorkshire Day Celebration and Networking meeting - this included a
Presentation of the West Yorkshire Police & Crime Commissioners Safer Communities
Fund and an update on the work being done by the Community Safety Partnership. is
was then followed by a Networking Lunch consisting of Yorkshire Fayre.
November - Working Together for a better West Yorkshire Part 3 - this event focused on
e Criminal Justice System and included presentations on the Reducing Reoﬀending
Strategy by Ivelina Metchkarova - Taylor of Clinks, e Chaplaincy services provided at
Bradford Magistrates court and the work of volunteers of the Restorative Justice Volunteers,
this was then followed by a roundtable discussion on what other services are being provided
by 3rd sector groups in this area of work and what gaps there are.

e new format of having an hour of engagement planning workshops at the start of the
meetings help members develop a better understanding of the needs of local women and
feeds back to how maternity services develop. Meetings have been set for the rest of 2019
with requests from guest speakers around Induction Labour Pathways and feedback from
Social Services around care plans and listening to women’s experiences of these.
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NUMBER OF GROUPS ATTENDING EVENTS
December - Journeys to Bradford – this was a network event to Celebrate International
Migration Day (which fell on that day) called Journeys to Bradford, at the event 4
individuals from diﬀerent ethnic and cultural backgrounds shared with the attendees
(around 35) their story as to how and why they came to settle in Bradford. e other also
got to share their stories in round table discussions. ere was also a slide show with a
narrative on chronicling the history of how communities from across the UK and the World
have come to settle in Bradford.
February - Working Together for a Better West Yorkshire Part 4, this time the theme
Focused on Community Safety and there were presentations about e Bradford Hate
Crime Alliance, Bradford Council’s People Can Campaign, Neighbourhood Watches and
the West Yorkshire Police’s Independent Advisory Group, and as in previous events ere
were roundtable discussions to identify what other examples of good practice is taking
place and to identify what gaps there are.

INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION
@CNET_BRADFORD
IMPRESSIONS ON TWITTER

28.4K

Hillside Bridge Consultations - Between June and August 2018 just over 45 individual
surveys were completed at GP practices and schools in the Bradford 3 area.
Dementia Engagement - A total of 19 interviews were held with individuals in community
and sheltered accommodation settings between December 2018 and February 2019.
Care Navigation - e new GP system has been promoted via CNet’s forums, networks and
members and feedback from individuals was presented to a Super User Care Navigation
Group in February 2019 made up of GP practices.
Grassroots - A mechanism for feeding back “soer intelligence” on Health Service
Providers. Information to be presented at both Women’s Health Network and Maternity
Voices Partnership Summer Meetings 2019.
Talk Cancer Awareness and ORCHA - A new medical app rating system promoted amongst
CNet members and the Voluntary and Community Sector. A total of 52 voluntary and
community sector organisations have taken part in the above pieces of work and 24 of these
would be classed as seldom heard groups.
Better Decision Making - “I learned a lot but there was so much I didn’t already know. I
found it very interesting. I am very happy I came, so much more to learn!” In summer of
last year we devised a skills audit to find out what capacity building and development needs
there were that were not currently being met. In particular around personal development
so that people felt ready and able to take part in diﬀerent levels of meetings and workshops.
Based on these requests we arranged three development sessions focusing on
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• Speaking Up
• Facilitation Skills
• Poetry and Prose Creative sessions
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Engaging People
e Engaging People Project (EPP) is commissioned by Airedale, Wharfdale and Craven,
Bradford City and Bradford District Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs). e Project
is funded as a partnership and also includes Hale, Bradford Talking Media and
HealthWatch Bradford and District.
is has been a busy and intensive period for CNet’s EPP team which has involved going
out into communities across Bradford, Airedale and Wharfdale Districts, gathering people’s
views and thoughts on a wide range of NHS led consultations and CNet led forums,
network meetings and events.
We were pleased to have Yazmin Shah join the team covering Zainab Naqvi’s maternity
cover as Project Support Oﬃcer in October 2018.
As we head into year two of the project the following are some highlights of the engagement
which has taken place:
Better Engagement and Better Information - To increase engagement with communities,
groups/networks with a particular focus on seldom heard groups and individuals.
Carers Surveys - Four focus groups were delivered between June and August 2018 with
carers groups in Bradford and Keighley.
Changes to Over the Counters Medicines - A total of 42 individual surveys were completed
in Airedale, Wharfdale and Craven surgeries between April and May 2018.

Community Economic Forum
Co-Chairs: Tony Dylak and Nasim Qureshi
CEF ran a programme of meetings for Forum members over the year which brought in
key speakers such as the Chair of the Economic Partnership, David Baldwin, and key staﬀ
from the Council responsible for economic development and alleviation of poverty within
the district. Members considered how to reach more VCS organisations and in 2018/19
CEF introduced themed sessions, action learning workshops and explored possibility for
evening events which are less formal.
Members continued to be engaged with new Economic Strategy, which for the first time
includes inclusive growth and sustainable economic regeneration, as well as recognition
of the role the VCS can and does play in tackling poverty and worklessness in the District.
e Forum was instrumental in promoting the community anchor model which is now
seen as a key opportunity for both the Council and the CCGs, and was involved in the
reviews of both procurement and social value within the Council. Anchor members are
part of the Keep it Local programme, which aims to create more local contracting and
commissioning with the VCS, and a second phase is now well established.
Members continue to engage with other initiatives in the District sun as regeneration of
Oastlers Market, Kirkgate Centre and Odeon which are seen as conduit to create jobs and
bring economic improvements.
Members were engaged in discussions with Bradford Council to review their procurement
and commissioning processes so that more local/ smaller organisations are able to apply
for commissions. As a result ‘Social Value’ has become part of the assessment process and
discussions continue improve the process.

Domestic and Sexual Violence Conversations - Eight interviews were held with both
individual women who were victims of violence and also voluntary community sector
representatives who were delivering services. A workshop was also held with the Women’s
Health Network identifying what they felt were the key issues and also any gaps in
provision.
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Assembly Conference 2019
e annual conference took place on Tuesday 19 March at Bradford City Football Ground.
e title of this year’s conference was “Shaping the Future”, a joint event bringing together
the voluntary and community sector (VCS), local authority, Bradford District Care Trust
and NHS colleagues to plan for the future.
Over 200 delegates from a diverse range of groups, sectors and organisations came together
to share information and discuss key issues.
e event featured an information marketplace, with a number of VCS organisations and
Community Partnership representatives displaying information about the work they carry
out.

Greenmoor Sports Ground – Flagship project
Spencer Fields is a big part of the Greenmoor community, with up to 4,000 residents in
the area. e field has a rich history, including being used for football and cricket and as a
play space for children. Although the area was not used for a long time the residents
continually discussed developing the space into something more accessible for the
community.
In 2014, Greenmoor Big Local and the local schools funded the ‘lighting project’ where
lampposts were erected around the walking path for the community. e project has been
deemed a huge success as more people, especially women, are now using the path to exercise
for longer.

Keynote speakers delivered the following presentations:
• Shaping the Future – VCS and Council Collaboration - Steve Hartley, Strategic Director
of Place, Bradford Council
• Bradford VCS Alliance and Community Partnerships - Helen Speight, Chair, Bradford
VCS Alliance / Co-Chair BDA Health & Wellbeing Forum, and Louise Keighley, Senior
Commissioning Manager, Bradford CCGs
• Working with the VCS to give children the best start in life - Gladys Rhodes White,
Interim Strategic Director for Children’s Services, Bradford Council
• Better Lives Together - working to deliver great care in our communities - Brent
Kilmurray, Chief Executive, BDCT
• Keep it Local, a national movement working in-depth to develop more local
commissioning - Sophie Michelena, Locality and Caroline Howe, Lloyds Bank
Foundation
• Working Together as a System - Helen Hirst Chief Executive, Bradford City, District
and Airedale Wharfedale Craven CCGs
Delegates participated in themed workshops, “Reshaping the VCS Compact”, “Reshaping local
procurement and commissioning: ‘Keep it Local’” and “Review of support for the VCS”.
Outcomes and actions from the workshops and the full report can be found on the website.

In 2017, community consultation revealed a need for sport and leisure facilities for people
of all ages in the local area. Cricket practice equipment came out as the top request. e
Greenmoor Community Partnership Board worked hard in partnership with Horton
Grange Primary, Farnham Primary and BMDC to develop the site into a sports area to be
enjoyed by the whole Greenmoor community. e Council delivered this large-scale project
and the schools will be maintaining the sports ground for the next ten years.
Abbas Najib, Chairperson of GreenMoor Big Local said:
“is is one of GreenMoor Big Local’s major achievements. We have worked in partnership
with the schools and the local people to deliver a project that will benefit the whole
community.”
e Sports Ground was launched in August 2018 with a celebratory event which was
attended by the Royal Representatives of West Yorkshire, Lord Lieutenant Edmund
Anderson, Deputy Lord Lieutenant Zulfikar Kareem and the CEO of the Local Trust! A
football competition and cricket practice was held on the Sports Ground so parents and
the special guests could see the space in action.
e Royal Representatives awarded medals to the young people in a small ceremony,
speeches were made and food was served! A fantastic and well attended event.
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Diwali Community Cohesion - Anand Milan Centre

e Anand Milan Centre held a fantastic Diwali celebration event and invited other groups
and communities who have not oen connected with the centre. e idea was to increase
understanding and good community relations. e event was attended by xx people and
enjoyed by all.

Scholemoor Youth Action Group
e aim of this project is to work with young people who have expressed an interest to
improve their area and want to make a positive diﬀerence in the lives of young people.
A total of 22 young people attend the Youth Action Group sessions regularly and
Scholemoor Beacon has worked with nearly 40 young people since December 2018. A
sessional worker has been employed on a weekly basis.
is project is also working in partnership with BMDC Youth Service which has brought
additional support. On the back of this project Scholemoor Beacon have appointed a
sessional Voice and Influence worker whose role is to support young people to have their
say. One of his key plans is to support young people to take part in the Greenmoor
Community Partnership Board.
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Greenmoor Big Local
e National Lottery Big Local Trust awarded the Lidget Green and the Scholemoor area
one million pounds to spend over ten years as part of the Big Local initiative. e project
is in its 6th year and can boast of many achievements including a positive change in
landscape through green projects like a well-used allotment space, a memorial garden and
art works in the area.
Other projects include yoga classes for the elderly, well-being cafes, community events that
bring people together, sports projects that involve 100s of young people and the spectacular
Greenmoor Sports Ground that consists of a Multi Use Games Area (MUGA) and cricket
training nets. For more information please visit:
www.greenmoorbiglocal.co.uk
CNet is the Local Trusted Organisation (LTO) that manages the finance for Greenmoor
Big Local, with two paid workers who service the Board and provide them with
administration, management of projects and general guidance on best practice.

e Greenmoor Big Local Community Partnership Board
At the outset of the project, the main task for CNet was to create a Community Partnership
Board. is is a group of people who live in the Lidget Green and Scholemoor area and
make the decisions on which projects are funded. e Board also get involved with their
community by creating awareness of Greenmoor work and help recruit more volunteers
for the Board and the task groups.
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e Greenmoor team at CNet have worked hard for the past few years to recruit, train and
work with community members to help them become confident and capable Board
members. Board members are from all walks of life and a good mix of people in terms of
gender and age groups. e nature of this Board is fluid in that it loses and gains Board
members, this means that we have a good mixture of ethnicities and the Board is rarely
stagnant.

During the life span of the project, CNet have:
• Created a structure and processes with the Board to deliver the Big Local Programme
• Identified training needs within the Board and provided relevant training to help
community members develop themselves in community work
• Worked closely with Board members to help train them in dealing with conflict and
strong diﬀerences in opinions in group sessions
• Enabled less confident Board members to speak their opinion without feeling
threatened or foolish
• Worked with the Board to help them recognise and deliver projects that achieve the
aims of the community plan
• Recently guided a small section of the Board to deliver a large scale project launch,
acquiring them with event management skills
• Encouraged partnership working with statutory bodies and other organisations.
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Our Recent Projects
Dementia Project
e Healthy Living Centre, based in Lidget Green, has been established since 2010.
Greenmoor have provided substantial funding to the centre including IT classes for the
elderly as well as money to extend the much-used building. e centre wanted to focus on
Dementia by becoming a Dementia friendly space, creating awareness of the disease,
helping those with Dementia and providing support to family and friends.
A launch event took place in January 2019 and was attended by 17 people including two
people from the Alzheimer’s Society, local residents, one person with Alzheimer’s, friends
and family of others who also have diﬀerent forms of Dementia. A presentation was given
on the eﬀects of the disease and what we can do to help those with dementia. A local artist
then gave a talk about the therapeutic benefits of producing art and the benefits of
remaining mentally stimulated even when diagnosed with dementia. e project has nearly
reached its half way point and a few people have started attending the classes at the centre.

Fundraising Support for Scholemoor Beacon
Scholemoor Beacon have recently secured three years funding from Henry Smith Trust for
core costs to pay the salaries of the staﬀ team and support the ongoing running costs of
the centre, utilities, insurance, etc. is funding will go some way to supporting the running
of the centre and keep it open for local people to enjoy and for the centre to further develop
what is available here for all.
is was made possible through the Greenmoor funding for fundraising support that was
given in September 2018. is support from a fundraiser also enabled the centre manager
to focus on some smaller bids to add value to the work they do. Scholemoor were successful
in bids that support youth work, older people’s work and some work for Asset Based
Community Development.
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